Monday 10th June 2019

The DAILY DISH
We Serve Up All The Latest Democracy Week News !

FREE!

MAY WE PRESENT - The Chosen Ones!
Can you feel your heart pounding a mile a minute; is there that tremor
in your jaw? Well there should be because democracy week is here
once again and we have elected our candidates just moments ago.
Please read on to find out who has been chosen and some important
background information about them.

By Isobel Pilling

INSIDE:
We exclusively reveal the names of
this years parties and candidates!
The latest polls
An exploration of Political theories
Plus all the latest…...
Drawn by Nazira Mulla

The Circle of Hope

Lena Cade-Swindells
Lena, our new blue circle leader seems to be a perfectly progressive
Candidate. Although, when posed the question, “How confident are
you?” She replied, “8-9 out of 10.” It has been suggested that too
much confidence could work against her when the elections finally arrive.

Pleasingly, she cares hugely about the environment and is a firm believer in recycling. She also thinks that the best political role model is
Diane Abbott.

By Isobel Pilling

Promising, Passionate Pentagons

Biba Cariss
Biba, our purple pentagon leader seems as confident as can be after
rating herself 10 out of 10 with confidence. When asked who she believed herself to be most like in British politics, she chose Theresa
May.

Crucially, she believes that we must work together to move towards
the future. She loves animals and is very independent. Additionally
she has useful experience from participating in school council.

By Annie Oxley and Isobel Pilling

Millfields Children’s Forum

Indy Parrington
Indy Parrington is the leader of MCF and has pledged that if he becomes the prime minister of Millfields Community School he will: help
clean up our community, lead school protests against factories that
contribute to plastic pollution and more encourage the school to pursue more environmentally friendly school trips.

There is no doubting his enthusiasm and ideas. However they will certainly come under greater scrutiny over the course of the following
week.

By Sonny Dhaliwal

Eco Stars

Rosa Jenkins
Rosa ,who is our new eco stars leader, has pledged to be environmentally friendly. Despite being only 10 years old, she is hoping to make a
more sustainable community. She has rated herself in confidence at
8/10 which proves she is just the right person for the job.

Reassuringly, Miss Jenkins has pledged to stick to her promises and is
determined to make a change.

By Annie Oxley and Anahita Behzadi

Terrific Triangles

Leo Muss
Leo Muss is our new triangle candidate and he seems keen to focus on
one main goal: to reduce loneliness within our school community. His
main role model is his father and he describes himself as being
terrific!

Exuding confidence, Leo is determined to come first and win the race
to be our next PM. In fact, he has rated his confidence as 9 out of 10!

By Annie Oxley and Isobel Pilling

What does the world believe?
What are the political theories that have shaped our world?

IN this series of articles, we will be focusing on explaining the political beliefs of people in our school, our country and those around the world.
We hope that by the time you have finish reading you will know a bit
more about different types political beliefs and be able to develop your
own opinions on this subject.
There are many questions we hope to address – What is fascism? What is
communism? Why do people believe in socialism? If one is better than
the other why do others continue to exist?

By Viggo, Joseph and Henry

Analysis of 2018’s Cabinet
How has the Prime Minister & Cabinet set up last year performed?

The democratic cabinet that was set up last year has been relatively successful. In fact, the year has gone past in a flash!
Here are some key points:
1.

Due to the Blue Circles Success, Year 3 lunch time was changed – talk
about democracy in action! For the whole of this year, Year 3 have
been having lunch with the lower KS2, which is such a big relief for
the upper ks2.

2.

Many people from Jones class said changing the school meals was a
fantastic idea because the previous setup wasn’t satisfactory but now
they enjoy it more than ever!

3.

One of last years KS2 classes asked Prime Minister Kit, “ What about
knife crime?” He simply answered saying “ More youth clubs need to
be created.” , a sentiment echoed my much of the public in Hackney.

By Seyma, Meryem, Marcia, Shanteanna and Kirtan

The Latest Polls!
Early days but the pollsters have been busy collating data!

“Early on in the race to
become Prime minister
and a teacher has aready
declared their support for
the greens.”
“Some members of an unnamed party have already been
allegedly heard saying they are
prepared to win, whatever it
takes!!”

“ Our own governor believes that the girls
have a stronger chance
of becoming PM.”

“One of our front
desk workers has announced complete
confidence in I**y

“Apparently one of the candidates own family members
does not have faith in their
own sibling.”

Got any hot gossip on the election?
Contact the Press Team - anonymity guaranteed!!

